
VITAL4MED™ is the next generation of 
healthcare sanctions and licensing data 
collection technology. VITAL4’s technology 
platform is state of the art, built on world 
class cloud architecture and uses Artificial 
Intelligence and proprietary algorithms for 
name search matching and data extraction to 
ensure users receive only the most relevant 
information on any individual or entity searched. 
Results are instant! 

VITAL4MED™ utilizes the subject as entered to assist in 
identifying records missed by legacy providers due to 
name changes, nicknames, spelling errors, partial names, 
and more to ensure you don’t miss critical information and 
put your client or organization at risk.

VITAL4MED™ Healthcare Sanctions & Licensing Risk 
Data searches all available federal and state level sources 
to provide sanctions, exclusions, debarments, disciplinary 
actions and negative licensure status to ensure the most 
compliant search available at all times.

VITAL4MED™ searches for potential matches from all 
state and federal sources including but not limited to:

OIG
SAM.GOV
DOJ
DEA
FBI
CMS Centers for Medicare and Medicaid Services
FHEP Federal Healthcare Entitlement Program
State contractor debarment lists
Attorney General news
Medicare Medicare/Medicaid opt out lists
HEAT task force news

And much more...

vital4.net
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Access VITAL4MED™ using: 
- Simple technology integration via API
- Cloud-based User Interface

No spreadsheets or translating rows of data...

Intelligent Monitoring – VITAL4MED™ will 
continuously monitor individuals and entities with 
real-time alerts if new information on the subject 
is identified. This cutting-edge solution will never 
deliver old records once the user has performed 
verification; alerts are automatically initiated if a 
source or existing result record has changed.

Comprehensive Coverage: VITAL4MED™ 
constantly captures records from nearly 5,000 
sources to bring you the latest and most accurate 
information in real time. 

Proven exceptional customer service.

Dedicated Account Manager for instant access 
to assistance 24/7.

All VITAL4MED™ Account Managers have special 
training and expertise in verifying results and can 
help you minimize risk.

System response turnaround time is 
instantaneous to accommodate high volume 
compliance screening.

VITAL4 provides accelerated SLA’s that exceed 
user expectations.

Expert in-house medical sourcing analysts who 
continuously monitor and update sources.




